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Our cover this month captures three very well known members of our performance family. On the left 

in very attentive heel position is  Pistol (2000 - 2010),  top right, “J”, bottom right Pree. 

All  three wonderful dogs were bred by John Taylor and the late Herb Williams – 

 Taywil Löwchen. 

 
 

Editor:  Gillian Robertson            

lcaheadlions@gmail.com 
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Membership Information 

Types of Memberships and Membership Application forms are available on the LCA website 
www.thelowchenclubofamerica.org 

 
A subscription to Headlions for a non-club member is $20.00 per year. 

Your thoughts and comments are welcome and encouraged as well as articles, photos and ads for the newsletter.  
 Please send your submissions via email to: lcaheadlions@gmail.com 

The editor reserves the right to edit or return submissions. 
 
 
 

Headlions is published quarterly 

Ad Deadline                                                   Publication Date 

February 2011                                               March 2011                   

Westminster Issue* 

May  2011                                                      June 2011 

August  2011                                                 September 2011                   

November  2011                                            December 2011             

Covers are reserved for the Westminster, AKC/Eukanuba and 

National Specialty winners – if not taken by winners they are  

available.   

As we are digital we can be more flexible with deadlines and will 

do what we can to accommodate your requests. 

Advertising Rates: 

All payments are to be sent to Dee Gardinier, Treasurer, made 

payable to Lowchen Club of America.   

Note all pictures are now in color.  All ads submitted as part of 

“Insights” series are discounted 50%.  There is also a 50% 

discount for ads submitted by our Junior Members. 

Outside front cover                                    $100.00 

Inside  full page                                       $70.00 

Inside  half page                                      $50.00 

Above based rates based on submission of 1 photo    

Each additional photo                             $10.00  

Business Cards – 4 Issue                              $30.00 

Brags, Rainbow Bridge and Litter Announcements                                                

free to members     $25.00 to non-members 
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Assistance is available for developing your ad thanks to the talent of Donna Jones  bichons@southbell.net 
or Shari McNeill, hogan100@rogers.com  Note all pictures must be submitted as jpg’s and not embedded in 

your message. 
 

 

 

The Lowchen Club of America is not responsible for nor does it necessarily agree with opinions expressed in Headlions, either in 

articles or in advertisements.  Headlions is not responsible for the accuracy of received material; those submitting material to the 

publication are asked to please proofread copy for correctness before sending. No part of this magazine may be reproduced in 

any medium without the written permission of the current editor 

 

 

 

COMMITTEE CHAIRS 

Submitted by Don Roback 

 

Committee   Chair   Phone    Email address Board Liaison 

Awards  Gillian Robertson 519-859-3724      gillian17@gmail.com Cheryl Hatchell 
Breeder Referral Vicki All 574-583-8157 allpwd@comcast.net Don Roback 
Headlions  Gillian Robertson        591-859-3724 

Can.   
lcaheadlions@gmail.com Barbara Cecil 

Health Wendy Russell 253-904-8422 kharayork@aol.com Barbara Cecil 
Historian Dana Read 352-589-1078 otakalhasas@aol.com   
Judges Education Susa Williams 660-827-4210 desusa42@iland.net Donna Jones 
Judges Selection Elaine Saxon 309-234-0292 oeslady@att.net Dayle Lewis 
Membership Don Roback 919-610-5044 droback@yahoo.com   
Legislative Cheryl Hatchell 843-814-0726 chatchell@comcast.net  
Life Cycles To Be Determined    
Nat’l Specialty 2011 Dee Gardinier 315-697-3124 Phipps@vplp.net  
Nat’l Specialty 2012 To Be Determined    
Performance Barbara Cecil  713-464-7369 BBcecil@aol.com  
Policy Committee Dana Read 352-589-1078 otakalhasas@aol.com Donna Jones 
Rescue Suzanne Solin 847-526-1071  threepupmom@aol.com Cheryl Hatchell 
Ways & Mean 
Committee    

Mary Billman      248-627-3890             mcbillman@charter.net Donna Jones 

Website Don Roback 919-610-5044 droback@yahoo.com  
              
For questions, or concerns, please contact the chairperson to the committee, or contact the Director in your area. 
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ON LINE BOARD MEETING NEWS 

Submitted by: Barbara Cecil, Recording Secretary 

 

ON LINE BOARD MEETING March 2011 
 

 

The March 7, 2011, meeting was called to order by the President, Cheryl Hatchell. Present:  Cheryl Hatchell,  

Dayle Lewis, Barbara Cecil, Don Roback, John Taylor, Denise Schiele, Gary Nordahl, Earlemarie Dingel, Donna 

Jones. 

 

Don moved to accept the February Recording Secretary’s minutes if two changes are made: 1) correct the spelling 

of  Petty Cropsey’s name and 2) delete the possibly litigious statement about a former club Treasurer.  Cheryl 

seconded  and suggested the change for 2) should be, “It should be noted that Dee did not create this problem”.  

The changes were made by me and the minutes approved by a majority vote of the Board. 

 

Recording Secretary’s March Report:  The 2011 LCA Membership, lcamembers@yahoogroups.com, Board, 

Committee, and Headlions mailings lists are correct and up to date. 

 

The March Treasurer’s Report had been submitted to the Files section of LCA Board prior to the meeting.  By a 

majority vote of the Board, the report was accepted. 

 

Corresponding Secretary’s Report:  1) The AKC has been informed of the new LCA Board Officers.  2) The LCA has 

designated the 2011 Lowchen National Specialty as our Crufts qualifier for 2012.  3) We need to fill the vacant 

Director At Large and Breeder Referral positions.   

 

Cheryl made a motion, seconded by Denise and approved by a majority vote of the Board: Vicki All is elected to 

the position of Breeder Referral and Debbie King is elected to fill the vacant Director At Large position.  Don,  

as Vicki’s Board Liaison, will contact her and I will contact Debbie. 

 

The next subject for discussion was finding a Chairman for the 2012 National Specialty.  When no one jumped 

right up to volunteer, Donna said she would ask for help via the lcamembers list.  Various locations for the 2012 

Specialty, primarily Louisville, Chicago, and Atlanta, the possibility of having the Specialty earlier in the year, and 

the possibility of not having a 2012 Specialty at all were discussed.  Then Don Roback and Donna Jones put the 

following statements in writing, which I am copying here so I won’t be misquoted: 

 

Don Roback:  I'll put it in writing: if no other parties come forward I will volunteer to host the 2012 National  the in 

Raleigh at the Labor Day cluster.  Five days of shows with obed and rally.  Not the greatest venue (fairground, 

building great but very crowded) but” (by golly), “we're having a 2012 National!   Also, if anybody else can do the 

ground work in their city, I'll be trial chair. 

 

Donna Jones:  Ok, I know the board is out of session.  Let me work on this until the next Board Meeting.  If nothing 

comes in suitable in the form of a proposal, I will do the 2012 in Atlanta.  I WILL BE COUNTING on EVERYONE to 

help.  I will probably try and do it in conjunction with either the August or Oct shows, not the early shows so I can 

have the Bichon Nationals over with.  Either way, we will have some proposals to the board by next meeting. 

 
The meeting was adjourned by Cheryl on March 11, 2011. 

 

Submitted by Barbara Cecil, Recording Secretary 

Lowchen Club of America 
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ON LINE BOARD MEETING April 2011 
 

 
The April 4, 2011, meeting was called to order by the President, Cheryl Hatchell.  Present:  Cheryl Hatchell, Dee 

Gardinier, Dayle Lewis, Barbara Cecil, Don Roback, John Taylor, Denise Schiele, Gary Nordahl, Earlemarie Dingel, Donna 

Jones. 

 

The March Minutes and Treasurer’s Report, available on LCABoard@yahoogroups.com, were accepted by unanimous 

vote of the Board.  

 

Don Roback, Corresponding Secretary’s Report:  2 new member applicants were published in the March 2011  

Headlions.  Inquiries: a few for breeders and another for grooming tips which I forwarded to the Board last week.  I will 

get Vicki All started with the breeder referral people this week.  Advanced Institute for Judges:  I received a note from 

the AKC.  At the next AKC/Eukanuba Nationals Dec 15-18 2011 we are being asked to present a 90 minute seminar on 

Lowchen including at least two dogs.  They encourage the use of Powerpoint presentations for this session.  Following 

the seminar, there will be a 60 min hands-on workshop which should include 6-8 dogs.  We should also provide 

handouts (they want 30-40 so the attendance should be great).  So, I need to tell the AKC who will be giving these 

presentations and what we will be handing out.  They would like names by the end of May.  

Discussion on the Corresponding Secretary’s Report:  Donna noted that this (Lowchen Seminar at Eukanuba) needs to 

go through Susa as head of Judges Education.  Donna will be at Eukanuba and will have dogs to use if needed.  As Board 

liaison for Susa, Donna said she will speak to Susa to see if she is going; if not, Donna volunteered to do the Powerpoint 

judges presentation herself. 

New Business:  Debbie King suggested, in regard to Gillian’s email about the non-availability of retrieving past 

issues of Headlions through the website she is using, that each issue of Headlions be downloaded into 

lcamemberinfo where it can be easily retrieved from the Files.  This suggestion was enthusiastically received by 

the Board.  Debbie has experimented with the idea and downloaded the March issue to the lcamemberinfo list.  

Old Business:  Donna mentioned that a message needs to go out to the general membership, via LCA members list, 

regarding mentors, and that there are old timers in the club that need be grandfathered in. 

Dana Read is still working on Procedures and Policy, sorting through the hefty files delivered to her by John Taylor.   

Dana also sent a question to Susa and Donna regarding mentoring.  Dana is a judge in the Non-Sporting Group.  She, 

however, will never be able to breed another litter as she is on the road a lot judging and does not have the time to 

devote to it.  Her question is that she would love to be a mentor, but she cannot meet the new requirements.   

(Secretary’s note:  Dana’s situation was not addressed.) 

After a discussion concerning the Lowchen Meet the Breed booth, Barbara moved that, “The Lowchen Meet the Breed 

Booth is to become a standing Committee”.  Motion seconded by Don Roback and approved unanimously by the Board.  

Cathy Boettcher will be head of the Meet the Breed Committee and Denise Schiele will be her Board liaison. 

National Specialties:  Donna will gather information on the possibility of holding the 2012 national specialty in August in 

Atlanta.  Cheryl asked that each member of the Board look into the larger clusters in their areas and let the Board know 

about them at the next meeting for consideration for the 2013 Specialty.  Cheryl also asked that Earlemarie let the 

Board and Suzanne Solin know about a Lowchen needing rescue in a kill shelter in her area.   

The next Board meeting will begin May 2. 

Meeting adjourned April 8, 2011. 
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ON LINE BOARD MEETING May 2011 
 

The May 2, 2011, meeting was called to order by the President, Cheryl Hatchell.  Present:  Cheryl Hatchell, Dayle 

Lewis, Debbie King, Barbara Cecil, John Taylor, Denise Schiele, Gary Nordahl, Donna Jones, Don Roback, 

Earlemarie Dingel, and Dee Gardinier. 

 

The April Minutes and Treasurer’s Report, available on LCABoard@yahoogroups.com, were accepted by a 

majority vote of the Board. 

 

Corresponding Secretary’s Report.  1) Atlanta specialty 2012:  Don and Donna have been speaking to a hotel rep 

about basing our specialty there in August 2012; the rep needs more information before she makes a proposal.  2) 

Membership:  Board members are asked to vote on the candidates printed in the last Headlions; there will be 2 

more candidates in the next issue.  3) “Received a letter from AKC regarding the 3rd annual Meet the Breeds in 

NYC in Nov, 2011.  They want our response by Sept. 1, 2011.  Will we participate?  4) “We also received a notice 

for a Toy and Low Entry/FSS Breeds Advanced Institute for Judges during the Eukanuba Show in Dec, 2011.  We 

need to commit by May 30.  We will need a 90 min PowerPoint presentation and min. 2 dogs for the seminar and 

6-8 dogs for the follow-up workshop.  Basically I just need 2 or 3 approved presenters by the end of the month.  

The rest we can come up with later.” 

 

2011 National Specialty: Dee reported that she has sent in the AKC show request and that Syracuse will only a be 

a 3 day show, Fri/Sat/Sun, not four.  Dee has also received correspondence from a Kim Broussard with the Crowne 

Plaza in Louisville, KY, who would like to talk to us about having a specialty in Louisville.  

 

Donna reported that Debbie King has been talking to someone in Perry about having a specialty there and 

between these two venues – Perry in April or Atlanta in August - we should be able to find a 2012 specialty site.  

Don Roback proposed Atlanta (August 2012) and then Tulsa or OKC in spring/summer of 2013.  Denise reported 

that the Chicago area group would really like to tackle a stand alone specialty in 2014.  Lynn Pettengill also said 

she would be willing to do another National in Omaha if she could recruit more help. 

 

Recording Secretary’s Report.  Gillian reported there are only 4 email addresses presenting problems in the 

delivery of Headlions and asked for help in finding the correct addresses.  Also, the Recording Secretary scanned 

the club roster and sent it to AKC per their request.   

 

President’s Report.   We have received a check from Purina regarding the Purina Parent Club Partnership  

program for $83.98.  Cheryl reported, “I don't recall what the amount was for last year, perhaps Dee has that figure.  Their 

letter explains that we had 28 Pro Club Members declared for the PPCPP.  There were 7 Pro Club Members that submitted 

weight circles.  We earned $167.98 of which half goes to the Canine Health  

Foundation for our donor fund and we received the other half for our health or rescue fund.”  Debbie King  

asked if we a have a member or chairperson in charge of the Purina Parent Club Partnership and noted that s 

he had not seen any advertising in Headlions since Carol Kramer was in charge of this. “She used to really push this at the 

annual meetings, that all members who use Purina send them in.  This is club income for the health fund.  Speaking of the 

health fund, what is being done with health?  We have funds that are just sitting in a  

bank.  Basically, is anything going on with Health?” 

 

Cheryl had asked the directors to report on shows available in their area that may be of interest for a National.  Debbie King 

replied: 

  

“OKC - Held the last week of June.  The OKC Club will basically do everything for us. They offer AB, rally and obedience.  We 

just fill out the applications, submit our check and they mail to AKC.  Room for Judge's  

seminar.  $2.00 back on every entry. Televised. Group grooming with a fee of course.  Last time we just  

collected from all the members who were in our area, so club was not out any money.  Entries usually run  
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around 1,800 - 2,000.  Biltmore Hotel, where we stayed in 2007 is still a host hotel, sure the rates have not changed that 

much.  Probably 69.00/79.00 a night.  Since the OKC does not offer agility due to space, another kennel club that also uses 

the Biltmore has been setting up agility in the building where we had the banquet. 

  The night we held our banquet was a third of the space.  They are renting the whole room and renting equipment from the 

Tulsa people.  The cost of the room alone is $850.00.  Even if we spilt costs with them, it would not be feasible for the 

club.  This club has been begging me every year since 2007 to come back.  

  

“Been in contact with the Seminole Kennel Club who holds the Tulsa Roundup in Tulsa, OK at the fairgrounds 

 with the Mid-Continent Kennel Club.  The show is Memorial weekend having AB, agility, obedience on Thurs - Sun.  Very 

large show, ten acre air-conditioned building under one roof.  Big!  They don't help with paperwork  

like the OKC show.  Waiting on Fred Basset to get back with me about host hotels, since he is Judge's  

Hospitality Chair for the club and has researched them all.  They would love to have us.  

  

“Contacted Ashley Brown of the Georgia National Fairgrounds.  There a couple of shows, one being the 4 day show in mid 

April, and the other one in May.  Donna can give the board the rest of the info since I am not 

 familiar with these shows.  Talked with Heather @ Ramada 800-808-8804, and they will offer rooms fo 

r $69.99, 4 guests to a room, would like only 3 dogs to a room, $35.00 pet deposit the 1st night and $10.00  

each additional night.  Meeting room/banquet is $200.00.  Meals run $12.99 - $17.99 per person depending on menu.  They 

offer plate ordered or buffet.  Dessert around $2.50 per person.  The hotel is one mile from  

the fairgrounds.  Those flying would have to land in Atlanta and drive and 1 1/2 hours to Macon, GA.   Those wanting to stay 

in their RV at the fairgrounds is $25.00 p/day with 500 full hook-ups.  They would love to  

have us.  Input, Donna! 

  

“Talked with Elaine Saxon to see what was in her area and not much.  She suggested St. Louis would be a wonderful place 

for a National.  That's my report for now.  No, I am not volunteering to chair.  Way too 

 busy with the business, but would be willing to help out with the hotel if someone wants to chair an OK 

 show.” 

  

 Unfinished Business:  Cheryl asked for input from the Board regarding the Chicago group placing a bid on the 2013 National 

or the stand alone in 2014.   

 

Cheryl closed the meeting Monday, May 9, at 11:30 p.m. Eastern time. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Barbara Cecil, Recording Secretary 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Why should you be on the lists?  On the Littlelions YAHOO list 

recently there was a post regarding changes to importing dogs to the 

UK! 

Defra news they are doing away with the blood testing and 6 month wait for 

dogs to enter the UK from Jan 2012 a dog can have its rabies jab and as long 

as it is microchiped in can come into the UK 21 Days later . 

 

http://www.defra.gov.uk/news/2011/06/30/new-rules-pet-passports/ 
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National Info Section 

 

Our 40
th

 Anniversary Celebrations will be held in conjunction with the    

Leatherstocking |Circuit      November 19, 20 and 21
st

   

Syracuse, New York,  

 

National Merchandise Info 

Submitted by: Vicki All 

 

I am working on merchandise for the National.   The logo has been sent to the vendor I have used for 

several Nationals.    I am going through catalogs looking at merchandise and there are so many 

possibilities.   There are always the usual sweatshirts and t-shirts.   I thought it might be fun to get input 

from the membership this year.   Having done this for the Portuguese Water Dog Specialty a few times, I 

have had garment bags, always great to put our show clothes in, coolers, blankets, aprons, etc.   If there 

is anything you would like, please email me and I will see if I can find it.   I will have all the merchandise, 

pricing and order form in the next Headlions.   

 

Vicki All 

allpwd@comcast.net 

 
 

 
 

                                       Dee Gardinier                       Debbie King 
                                     7663 Roberts St.                                      14801 S.W. 65th St.       
                                   Canastota, NY, 13032                               Mustang, OK, 73064 
                                        315-697-3124                                            405-376-0715 
                                      Phipps@vplp.net                                   debbieking123@aol.com 
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National Banquet Information 
 

 

Where:  Best Western – Pioneer Rooms 1 & 2 

 

When: Saturday, November 19th, 2011 

 

Time:  Cash Bar in the Atrium scheduled for   6:00 P.M. 

Dinner to follow 

 

 

No food or beverages may be brought into the banquet room from outside sources. 

 

 

Menu:   American Buffet 

 

 

Sliced Roast Beef with Mushrooms & Horseradish Demi-Glaze 

Pasta Primavera 

Roast Turkey with Dressing & Pan Gravy 

Garlic Mashed Potatoes 

Green Beans Almondine 

Chef’s Desert 

Toss Salad with Choice of Dressing 

Rolls and Butter 

Coffee, Herbal Teas, Decaffeinated Coffee 

 

 

 

Cost per person is $35.00 

Make reservation to LCA, and mail to 

P.D.Gardinier 

7663 Roberts St., Canastota, NY  13032 

Form at back of this issue 

 

No later than November 1, 2011 
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National 2011 Hotel Reservations 

 

Reservations can be made at the Best Western (formerly Holiday Inn/Carrier Circle) at 

 

6555 Old Collamer Road South, East Syracuse, New York 13057. 

 

Central Reservations Telephone 

 

1-800-465-4329, or 315-437-2761, or Fax 315-703-1054 

 

When making reservations use code LOW. 

 

Rooms have been reserve starting with Thursday November 17-19th. 2011. 

A special rate of  $89.00 per night with a $25.00 dog fee per stay.  Reservations 

 

Must be made by October 16, 2011. 

 

The Best Western does have a shuttle available from and to the airport, but must 

 

be made in advance calling the 315-437-2761 number. 

 

If you need transportation to and from the shows. Please let me know and I’ll 

 

do my best to arrange this.  You can e-mail me at: phipps@vplp.net, or call me 

 

at 315-697-3124. 
Dee Gardinier  

Show chairperson 
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TREASURERS REPORT 
Submitted by: Dee Gardinier 
 
 
 

LCA Treasurers Report  - February 2011 

Expenses Balance @ December 2010  $19,812.56  

Checks needed  $                 21.75  Less  $    (213.27) 

P.D. Gardinier - Postage  $                 16.52  

US Treasury - IRS Fee  $               850.00  Total  $19,599.29  

Total:  $               888.27  

Deposits: Balance forward:  $19,599.29  

February  $               185.00  
 February  $               180.00  Breakdown of funds: 

February  $               310.00  Health & Research  $10,601.69  

Trophy Fund  $  1,447.41  

Total:  $               675.00  Rescue  $  2,776.38  

LCA  $  4,773.81  

Explanation of deposits: Balance:  $19,599.29  

Dues  $               405.00  

Breeders Referral  $                 80.00  

Headlions  $               140.00  

Rescue  $                 50.00  

Total:  $               675.00  

Less Expense  $              (888.27) 

Loss:  $              (213.27) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Just for fun. 

 

There will be a picture contest at the National.   Get that 

camera out and capture those special Löwchen moments! 

 

Watch for more details on the Yahoo LCA site and in 

upcoming newsletters! 
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LCA Treasurers Report  - March 2011 

Expenses Balance @February 2011  $19,599.29  

Susa Williams Seminar Expense  $               200.00  Cash Reserve    $  2,349.22  

Supplies  $                 49.74  

Total  $21,948.51  

Total:  $               249.74  

Deposits: Balance forward:  $21,948.51  

March  $             2,548.96  
 March  $                 50.00  Breakdown of funds: 

Check returned  $                (50.00) Health & Research  $10,601.69  

Service Charge  $                (10.00) Trophy Fund  $  1,447.41  

Redeposit  $                 50.00  Rescue  $  2,826.38  

Service Charge  $                 10.00  LCA  $  7,073.03  

Total:  $             2,598.96  Balance:  $21,948.51  

Explanation of deposits: 

Dues  $               105.00  

Breeders Referral  $                 20.00  

Headlions  $               115.00  

National 2010 1990.96 
Rescue in Memory of Carol A. 
Strong  $                 50.00  
Raffle proceeds to be used in 
memory of C. Strong  $               318.00  

Total:  $             2,598.96  

Less Expense  $              (249.74) 

Loss:  $             2,349.22  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Donations towards our National would 

still be gratefully received. 
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LCA Treasurers Report  - April 2011 

Expenses Balance @ March 2011  $21,948.51  

Equisure Insurance  $               600.00  Loss  $    (355.00) 

Supplies 

Total  $21,593.51  

Total:  $               600.00  

Deposits: Balance forward:  $21,593.51  

April  $               245.00  
 Breakdown of funds: 

Health & Research  $10,601.69  

Trophy Fund  $  1,447.41  

Total:  $               245.00  Rescue  $  2,926.38  

LCA  $  6,618.03  

Explanation of deposits: Balance:  $21,593.51  

Membership  $                 85.00  

Headlions  $                 25.00  

Rescue  $               100.00  

Banquet  $                 35.00  

Total:  $               245.00  

Less Expense  $              (600.00) 

Loss:  $              (355.00) 
 
 
 

 

 
You are missing out on news and topics of interest, like this recent post from 

Wendy Russell: 

 

.” I think the database is ready to go.  You need to join Lowchen_health@yahoogroups.com    

The list is open to everyone to join.   

To report on health issues, go to database, then health records, then add record.  The database will 

come up and you can add your info. 

I think it is anonymous but need one person to test it to be sure.  So whoever wants to be the guinea 

pig that would be great.  Or, I could just do an imaginary dog. 

 

Email with any problems, comments or suggestions.” 

Wendy Russell 

BNVS Löwchen   kharayork@aol.com 
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HEALTH SECTION 

Submitted by: Wendy Russell, Chair 

 

On June 1, new EPA regulations went into effect with regard to rodenticides. 

 

The primary change which has gone into effect is the ban of a common type of rodent poison -- 

anticoagulants. Other regulations have been implemented, including where rodenticides can be sold, 

and in what quantity. 

 

Of special note to pet owners is the following: Anticoagulant rodenticides (poison) have an antitode, and 

those poisons which will most likely be used instead do not. 

 

According to Dr. Camille DeClementi, senior director of the ASPCA Animal Poison Control Center, the 

new EPA regulations, overall, are good, but pet owners need to be aware that with the ban of 

anticoagulant rodenticides, there will most likely be an increase in the use of alternative poisons. 

 

Bromethalin and Cholecalciferol will most likely become more commonplace in the battle against 

rodents. 

 

Unfortunately, Bromethalin, which causes neurological problems, is almost impossible to treat after a 

pet (any animal for that matter) has ingested it and begins to show symptoms. 

 

Cholecalciferol -- another extremely toxic chemical -- can be treated; however, the treatment is 

expensive and extensive (and the prognosis is poor after symptoms have manifested). 

 

The purpose of this article is to raise awareness. 

 

If you are like me, you don't often think about rat poison -- however, when you do, you have an 

awareness that it is extrememly toxic, but a vague notion that when/if your pet had the extreme 

misfortune of getting into it, there was an antidote (vitamin K). 

 

Now, you need to be aware that new rat poisons will be different. There isn't much that you can do 

about this -- other than to be aware, and to be vigilant on behalf of your pets.  

 

Ideally, avoid the poisons altogether -- utilize other, non-toxic means of rodent control. If you must use a 

rodenticide, be hyper-vigilant for the sake of your pets. 

 

According to Dr. DeClementi, many of the new EPA regulations are beneficial -- no longer will the "bait" 

be sold in pellets; instead it will be in bars and tamper-resistent bait stations -- and the amount that a 

general consumer can purchase is now limited -- but pet owners need to be aware of the alternative 

chemicals which will be used in place of the anticoagulants. 

 

What the EPA is trying to do is good -- trying to prevent non-target deaths (children, birds, wildlife and 

companion animals), but the changes are significant and should be known to all pet owners. 
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Our Insights section this issue profiles some of our very talented Löwchen!  My sincere thanks to  

Don Roback, Dana Read, Katherine “Kat” Roll , Cécile Balizet and Marilyn Adams, ,for sending me their 

most welcome and appreciated contributions.   Enjoy!  

 

 

Many More Than You Know 
Submitted by: Don Roback 

 

 

Every one of us that has a Lowchen knows how smart and athletic they are.  And even though Lowchen 

have been performing in one way or another for hundreds of years, they have only been competing in 

organized canine performance events for the last 20 years or so.  Several club members currently are 

excelling in obedience, rally, agility, tracking and other sports.  You probably have heard of the exploits 

of Pistol, Tucker , J and Pree, but there are many others who are very successful in canine performance 

events too.  For example, you might not know that: 

 

Alice Bixler has been participating with her Lowchen in performance for longer than any of us.  She was 

at an independent specialty many years ago with the only Lowchen out of 56 with a title after her name. 

That was Annie who earned an AKC obedience novice title.  Her current star is Braxton (bred by Alice) 

who has earned his rally novice and advanced titles as well as his UKC obedience novice title. He also has 

one leg on his AKC obedience novice title. 

 

Aline Brisendine and her granddaughter Melanie show their Lowchen in obedience, rally and agility.  

Melanie and her Lowchen named Pogo (bred by Aline) have earned their rally Excellent and obedience 

Beginners Novice titles recently.  The team is now training for their obedience novice title and already 

have earned legs in AKC agility.  Aline says that the biggest challenge in training has been to keeping her 

dog’s attention on the job at hand. In fact, once when showing her Lowchen Chad (bred by Alice Bixler) 

in rally, they collided when he looked away at a distraction.  That was all it took for him to learn how 

important it is to pay attention in the ring! 

 

or: 

 

Barbara Cecil and her second Lowchen Petey (bred by Herb Williams and JohnTaylor) have a rally 

Excellent title, an obedience novice title and several agility titles from AKC and other registries.  One of 

Barbara’s biggest challenges with Petey has been realizing that even though Pistol was his uncle, Petey is 

not Pistol’s clone.  Petey’s great love for other people and dogs has slowed his title chase, but now that 

Barbara has taught Petey to focus on her, they are on their way! 

 

or: 

 

INSIGHTS 

“Not Just A Pretty Face” 
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Chris Emerizy and Karen Moylan have two seven year 

old Lowchen boys (bred by Sue Tapp) that show in 

rally and obedience.  As with most Lowchen, Billings 

has struggled to keep his focus on the task; 

sometimes he would rather socialize with judges and 

spectators than work with Karen.  Billings has earned 

his AKC obedience novice and open titles and the 

team is now working on their utility exercises.  Taqi 

also has his AKC novice title and currently is working 

on his open obedience exercises.  Both boys love the 

movement and jumping in advanced obedience. Their 

co-owner Chris shows them both in the rally ring and appreciates the fact that they work equally well for 

both owners in both venues.  

 

or: 

 

Cheryl Hatchell and her Lowchen Pilot (bred by Jerry Harper and Richard Davis and Donna Jones and Rick 

Day) recently completely their rally novice titles and in the process, created a performance handler for 

life!  Cheryl always loved watching the performance dogs at shows when she was younger.  She was 

enthralled with the connection between handler and dog and did some research to figure out how to 

make it happen.  After a few classes and some work with Pilot, Cheryl realized that dog training and the 

performance events could be fun.  In fact, the day that she was able to make Pilot go down with only a 

hand signal when he was on his way back to her was the day she was hooked. The team has four green 

ribbons to prove that canine performance events can be both rewarding and fun. 

 

or: 

 

 

 

Louise Meyers and her 7 year old Lowchen 

Baxter (bred by Sue Tapp) has both his AKC 

obedience novice and open titles and one leg 

of his utility title.   

 

He also has his UKC novice and open titles.  

Also, in rally, he has his rally advanced title and 

is going for his rally excellent title.  Louise loves 

the fact that Baxter is super smart and willing 

to please. 
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I think it’s clear from the above 

examples that our Lowchen are quite 

capable of performing at the highest 

levels of obedience and rally events.  It’s 

also clear that as handlers, we all need 

to rein in our Lowchen’s ‘individuality’, 

but that is also a breed characteristic 

that makes them so lovable.  

 

Perhaps more naturally suitable to the 

Lowchen bodies and brains are the 

agility performance events that 

showcase running, jumping and playing.  

We can all watch an agility trial and see 

that our Lowchen are ideally suited to the mental and physical demands of running an obstacle course at 

top speed – all with huge smiles on their faces!  So, are there other Lowchen out there that you may 

never have heard about with fantastic agility accomplishments?  As a matter of fact, yes!  For example, 

you might not know: 
 

Chris Bartos and her Lowchen Brewster (bred by Sue 

Tapp) show a lot in CPE and NADAC agility registries in 

addition to AKC.  They have recently finished their AKC 

MXF title which requires qualifying in excellent FAST 10 

times.  No small feat because the event requires a dog to 

work 15 or more feet away from the handler for a 

section of the course which is much more difficult for 

small dogs than big dogs.  Chris’s biggest challenges with 

Brewster are getting to shows (she works Sundays) and 

his hatred for the table (running, jumping and playing 

does not include a 5 second stop on a table!).  She was 

able to convince Brewster that he simply had to stop by 

taking him off the course after a failed table obstacle 

and feeding her other dog delectable treats 

while he watched from his kennel. Brewster 

hasn’t failed the table since. 

 

or: 

 

Hillary Harms and her Lowchen Sunny (bred by 

Mary Billman) and Willis (bred by Herb Williams 

and John Taylor) are showing in agility and 

training in tracking.  Sunny was her first dog and 

showed mostly in CPE agility and even though 

she was a princess who loved to play agility (but 

not compete in agility) she was a very patient 

teacher for Hillary.  Two year old Willis is her 
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current agility focus.  He has earned several CPE agility titles and his AKC novice agility titles.  Willis has 

posed several training challenges for Hillary along the way, but they have been invited to the CPE 

National Agility Championships this month proving that they are definitely coming together as a team.  

Hillary’s biggest challenge with Willis has been his insistence that he is always right.  She has had to 

figure out ways to let him think that and still get him through the course correctly.  Sound familiar, 

anybody? 

 

or: 

 

 

Gary Nordahl and his second Lowchen ALVIN!! (bred by Lyle Harding) have recently started to compete 

in AKC agility.  Most of you probably have heard about Tucker’s agility exploits and ALVIN!! is following 

in his pawsteps nicely.  The biggest lesson Gary has learned from Tucker and now ALVIN!! is that 

Lowchen are companion dogs and not working dogs.  They play off of Gary’s mood and energy level so 

some days are better than others.  But Gary says that using what he learned from training Tucker has 

made training ALVIN!! much easier. 

 

or:  

 

Lisa Sponsler and Jazzy (bred by Susa Williams) have their AKC excellent agility titles at just 2.5 years of 

age.  Lisa grew up showing hunter/jumper horses so showing dogs on agility courses is a great scaled-

down substitute.  While Lisa loves to train 

and show and Jazzy is intelligent, 

energetic and enthusiastic, her 

temperament is a bit soft.  Lisa’s biggest 

challenge has been environmental and 

sound sensitivity.  Often we don’t 

consider the fact that our dogs are asked to 

show confidently in unfamiliar 

surroundings so those prone to sound 

sensitivity, etc, can struggle.  Lisa has 

worked hard on Jazzy’s issues and even 

though they aren’t showing at the 

moment, they will no doubt be back in 

the ring soon.  In fact, Lisa has recently 

started training in obedience to help Jazzy learn to work in unfamiliar environments while staying close 

to Lisa and being rewarded for it. 

 

So that’s at least nine teams of Lowchen and handlers that don’t get much publicity but are doing great 

things in canine performance.  And why wouldn’t they?  Lowchen are smart and physically gifted – the 

prefect combination for succeeding in games of thought and athleticism.  Now, do you have an unknown 

performance dog at home?  If so, please post highlights to the [littleliondogs], [lowchen] and 

[lcamember] yahoogroups lists to let the rest of us know how it’s going.  If you haven’t started training 

or competing yet, what are you waiting for? 
                                                                                                                                         Don Roback 
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With the Love of a Lowchen… 
Submitted by Dana Read 

 

Not too many years ago (circa 2000), I found myself 

intrigued by Lowchen.  One of my very best friends 

(indeed, my “other mother” – Carol Strong) had been 

involved with the breed pretty much since their 

introduction into the United States in the ‘70’s.  While I 

knew Carol mainly through Lhasas, I found her to be a 

veritable wealth of information regarding the Lowchen.  

I was a newbie AKC judge studying the Non-Sporting 

breeds and to have a chance to learn about such a rare 

breed from someone so knowledgeable was simply 

thrilling. 

 

One year, we were at “The Garden” (a.k.a. 

Westminster Kennel Club), and four or five of us 

diehard dog folk were sharing someone’s limo back to our respective hotels.  On the seat next to me was 

a handler with a lovely Lowchen special that she had exhibited earlier that day.  For some reason, I 

forget why, the car had to make a stop for the handler to run a quick errand.  While we waited for her 

return (double parked, of course!), the dog, not in a crate, just sitting on the seat beside me, NEVER took 

his eyes off of the door from which his handler exited.  He was nothing less than a perfect gentleman; he 

acknowledged with a twitch of his ear or a flick of his tail my touch and my words, but he never wavered 

from watching until his handler returned.  Wow, that was one focused dog. 

 

When Carol and I got to our hotel room, I remarked about how different the Lowchen seemed to be in 

their dedication.  I had either bred or handled Lhasas, Maltese, Yorkies, Portugeuse Water Dogs, German 

Shepherd Dogs, Tibetan Terriers and an occasional Poodle - while this certainly did not make me an all-

breed expert, I had indeed experienced many different breeds.  And never had I seen a breed act like 

this Lowchen. 

 

Carol grinned and summed it up in one sentence.  She simply said, “the Lowchen bonds very quickly with 

whoever they are with”. And I have found out that truer words have never been spoken.  It seems that 

Lowchen live in the “here and now” and they are adaptable to the nth degree.  Unlike a lot of other 

breeds, they can change owners and give their new owner their undivided love.  But at the same time 

they never forget those in their past - they just have a way of reshuffling their affections and priorities.  

What a remarkable trait!   

 

Needless to say, I was hooked. So then the wait began until I could get my own Lowchen.  For perhaps 

the first time in my life, I had patience.  And it was well worth it.  Five years later – Joanie entered my 

life… 

 

During those five years, however, my family was going through some pretty tough times.  For three and 

a half years, my father lingered in a nursing home after a series of strokes. My sister was finding her 
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answer to life’s travails in the bottom of a pill bottle, and my mother was just plain MAD.  MAD and 

UGLY at what life had dealt her. Mad that my sister and I couldn’t step into Dad’s shoes and make 

everything right for her, mad that she herself was getting old and felt incapable of carrying on. Truly, this 

was not the best of times for our family.  I was 

confused – I wanted so much to make everything right 

again.  I had always been the “fixer” in our family and 

Dad, I was sure, was depending on me to put 

everything to rights.  But everywhere I turned, my 

efforts were thwarted. Blood pressure soaring, I did 

what one is supposed to do – I went to my doctor for 

advice. 

 

Home I went with a prescription for an anti-depressant 

in hand.  Fill it I did but it just wasn’t the answer for 

me.  For four years, I took those damn things, and 

while they made day-to-day life a bit more tolerable, 

they did not get to the heart of the problem.  They 

simply masked my depression, they did not fix it. Then, 

the phone call came... 

   

Carol had a little Lowchen pup that had had some 

health problems of her own.  She was a lovely little 

thing, just not terribly strong as yet.  Did I want her – 

you bet!  All in all, she was 6 months old before she 

could safely be shipped to me and then my life began 

to change for the better… 

 

Long story short, six months after Joanie came to live 

with me, I stopped taking the anti-depressants – there 

was no more need to do so. Lowchen have this 

incredible way about them – they simply refuse to 

accept depression in ANYONE!  During my sister’s 

problems getting off the pills, Joanie sat in her lap 

offering her comfort, refusing to get down, no matter 

how many times my sister tried to boot her off her lap.  

My husband (who never quite understood why I 

wanted to switch breeds after 30 years in Lhasas) finally had a chance to understand.  He had had hand 

surgery that did not go as well as we had hoped and, no doubt about it, he was a bit down.  Joanie 

stepped right up to the plate and proved that a Lowchen just doesn’t take “no” for an answer when it 

comes to being positive!     

 

And I, being Joanie’s “main lady”, continue to benefit from her efforts. Not only does she keep me up 

and laughing, she also helps me with some hearing difficulties.  Believe it or not, it was our African Grey 

Parrot that started her early training.  I was in the back part of our house while the Grey was on her 

playstand by the kitchen phone.  Evidently the phone rang and I could not hear it where I was (no 

surprise there).  Young Joanie bounded into the room and was quite persistent in her attempts to get my 

attention.  She would come, jump on me, then run back to the kitchen.  Again, and again, and again.  
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Finally, I gave up and followed her to see what was going on.  There the Grey was saying “Hello” in my 

voice (still answering the phone that had by then stopped ringing), with Joanie being most concerned at 

hearing my voice coming out of a bird, and finally I saw the light blinking on the phone that indicated a 

call had come in.  All in all, it was quite remarkable - the phone rang, the bird answered, and Joanie, of 

her own volition, came to get me.  She has since been trained for various sounds that sometimes escape 

my notice (telephone, of course, door bell, kitchen timer, alarm clock, burglar and fire alarms, door 

knocks, and her favorite – a cell phone (used for emergencies only as I REALLY have trouble hearing 

anything through it!). She’s my “back up plan” both at home and when in travel.  And that is very cool 

indeed. 

 

In my many years in dogs, I’ve always enjoyed watching dogs do what they were bred to do.  Labs 

retrieving, Pointers pointing, Bloodhounds tracking, Dalmatians coaching, Herding dogs herding, the list 

goes on and on. But Lowchen? How does one “watch” an animal like a Lowchen, whose sole purpose it is 

to be a companion, do its job?  It’s easy, you don’t watch, you experience – they won’t have it any other 

way.   

 

Intuitive with incredible, almost human concern, combined with trainability, soundness, agility, patience, 

focus, adaptability, and liveliness tempered with compassionate love, that’s a Lowchen.  With the Love 

of a Lowchen, I’m good to go!  Now, that’s an amazing breed. 

           Dana Read 

 
Ch. Bihar 'N Annex C'Nwetalk O'Taka 

 

Joanie with her service vest on  packed and ready go! 

Joanie is a registered  “Hearing Assistance” Service Dog 
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Lions Taking a Flying Leap 
Submitted by: Katherine “Kat” Roll 

 

 

I originally taught my Puli, Pippin to 

catch a disc as a way to burn off some 

excess energy and I never gave any 

thought to competing at it.  I was 

already competing in Flyball and 

Agility, disc was just a way to burn off 

steam.  Then I brought our first 

Lowchen, Sawyer, into our family 2 

years ago.  At 10 weeks old Sawyer 

already wanted in on this game.  I 

thought it was really cute that this 

little fluff ball wanted to play so bad.  

So of course, I started rolling a soft 

disc for him and playing with him.  I 

really didn’t know what I had started 

with this little guy.  As he became mature enough for me to throw it for him, I was immediately shocked 

at how incredibly accurate he is.  Even when I fail to make a good throw, he still manages to get to it and 

will make the catch more often than not.  When I first started throwing it, I really tried to make sure that 

I didn’t throw it too far, knowing that there is no way that a small dog will have the speed necessary to 

make the long distance catches.  Boy, was I wrong…Sawyer is just so fast and athletic that I can throw 

the disc as hard and far as I do for 

my much taller Puli.  Sawyer’s skill 

with the disc has made me rethink 

competing in disc.  We have just 

gotten started in the competitions 

and he is certainly drawing 

attention from the crowds.  I love 

seeing people’s reactions when 

they see this little fluffy dog with 

the funny haircut and then seeing 

the absolute shock on their faces 

when they see what he can do.  As 

my skills with the disc improve and 

we get to more competitions, I 

believe that this little dog will be a 

serious contender in this sport.  He 

has done so well at the distance 

and accuracy that I am now 

working with him on a freestyle routine set to music…the ever-so-appropriate “SexyBack” by Justin 

Timberlake.  He loves every second of it, and it is so much fun. I brought another Lowchen, Nadia  into 

our family last spring and she loves to play too.  Nadia does not have the natural accuracy that Sawyer 

does, but she certainly has just as much enthusiasm for the game!  She has all of the athletic ability and 

speed necessary, but she has to learn to have the patience to wait for the disc to actually be where she 
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can get it before she leaps into the air after it.  Whether we ever have any great success at competing or 

not, the home practice sessions are an absolute favorite activity for all of my dogs.  It is also a great way 

to keep my show dogs in top physical condition.  All I have to do is say the word ‘frisbee’ and I have 3 

very eager dogs heading towards the door.    

 

Here’s another example of the versatility of Lowchens. At a recent dog show in Perry, GA, I took my Puli 

in for an instinct test and Sawyer was way too interested in what was going on to deny him the 

opportunity to try herding.  Sawyer gave another crowd pleasing performance as he proved to have all 

of the instinct and natural ability of a dog bred to herd.  No matter what these dogs do, they bring such a 

wonderful charisma to it that they are just an absolute joy to watch in action and that always comes 

through to the spectators. 
 

The Herding Lion 
 

We had a busy weekend of 

conformation showing in Perry, GA this 

last spring.  We had lots of fun getting 

together with other Lowchen people 

and I was proud of my little lions for 

showing quite well.  I was feeling sorry 

for Pippin, my non-show Puli, and 

stopped off where there was a herding 

instinct test happening so that he 

could have a little fun too.  This was 

just an instinct test, so there was 

absolutely no training going on.  This 

was just about putting a dog on a small 

group of sheep and seeing what 

instincts the dog has without the help 

of training.  After 6 years of being scolded for trying to herd cats, horses, goats, children, and little lions, 

Pippin was convinced he was not allowed to do this and was more stressed than having fun, and so he 

flunked his herding instinct test. Meanwhile, Sawyer, the Lowchen was getting really excited watching all 

of the activity during Pippin’s test.  I asked the people running the clinic if a non-herding dog would be 

allowed to participate and they were happy to let any dog try.  They didn’t look too optimistic when they 

saw my little, fluffy show dog.  Sawyer gave me the same expression that I had seen on Pippin earlier 

when I first put him into the ring with the sheep…he was pretty sure that I was not going to allow him to 

chase these strange animals since I have never allowed him to chase other animals, especially not our 

cats (his favorite target).  However, in true Lowchen form, Sawyer always must see what he can get 

away with, so it didn’t take him long before he was running after the sheep for all he was worth!  As 

soon as he realized that I was not trying to stop him, he just had the time of his life and displayed every 

natural ability that a good herder should have!  This little lion displayed all of the instincts of a well-bred 

herding dog and had a great deal of fun doing it.  Of course, he was quite the crowd pleaser as always.  

These dogs just amaze and surprise me on a regular basis. 

 

Katherine “Kat” Roll 
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Grace, Maggie, and Claire, Our Joyful Therapy Dogs 
Submitted by:  Cécile Balizet 

 

 

 
 

Grace (CH Taywil Ultimately-U-R Grace) 
Maggie (Taywil Karismatic Kate) 

Claire (Willow Oak Sunshine Miss Claire) 
 

 

Six years ago I met Diane Smith and her Boykin Spaniel, Roxy, at an AKC Canine Good Citizen Class; I was 

attending with our Löwchen, Grace (CH Taywil Ultimately U-R-Grace).  After Roxy and Grace passed the 

CGC, we then trained for the Bright and Beautiful Therapy Dog certification.  When our dogs passed with 

flying colors we all celebrated and Diane and I became fast friends.  Soon afterward through Diane’s 

dedication Roxy Reading Therapy Dogs (RR) a non-profit, all-volunteer therapy dog program was 

founded. Since its inception, the mission of RR has been to encourage a lifelong love of reading and to 

empower children who are struggling with reading through the use of therapy dogs. Today, RR still 

prioritizes the important role of nurturing literacy in our children. 

 

Our RR therapy teams visit students weekly. Children spread out on pillows (dogs too!) to read and 

interact with their non-judgmental and adoring furry friends. As one second grader eloquently put it, 

"When [the dog] cuddles in we are good at reading". 

  

Over time, support teachers, school administrators, parents and volunteers have witnessed the dramatic 

and positive change in the children working with our teams. As a result, we have expanded into another 

area of support, taking a leading role with children who are autistic, multiply-disabled, and those 

enrolled in life skills programs.  Our mission statement now reflects our commitment to bring joy and 

comfort to students with emotional, psychological and physical challenges.  

 Currently, Roxy Reading Therapy Dogs are piloting a program designed to bring comfort and relieve the 

pressure of minors who must testify in Bucks County’s Children and Youth Dependency Court. Twenty-
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one dedicated teams have added visits to the courthouse to their usual summer visits to test the 

program from June through August. The Roxy Reading Courthouse Dogs are often invited into the 

courtroom to sit with the children while they testify in front of a Judge who will determine where they 

will be placed (i.e. with a parent, a foster home, or Christ’s Home in Warrington) at the conclusion of the 

hearing. When not in the courtroom, teams wait with the children in the Courthouse rotunda waiting 

area reading books, coloring with the kids, and facilitating interaction with their therapy dogs.  

  

Our dedicated volunteer base has swelled to 55 highly trained, insured and certified Pet Therapy Teams, 

each consisting of an Owner/Handler and their Emotional Therapy Dog(s). We are firmly committed to 

reaching the children who need us the most, first. Our teams have positively touched the lives of over 

1000 students in 16 elementary schools in the Central Bucks School District, and have served as a model 

to grow new programs benefitting children outside of our immediate area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2005 Grace and I first started visiting two first-grade classes weekly at Gayman Elementary School in 

our home town of Doylestown, PA.   Each week 

approximately 24 students would read to Grace as she 

would sit, lay down or lay upside down to be petted 

while they read.  Many times the students would 

show Grace the story illustrations which she inspected 

and seemed to enjoy.  

 

Two years later Miss Maggie was certified so each 

week both Grace and Maggie visited their special first-

grade class and took turns visiting a kindergarten 

learning support class.  One student in the 

kindergarten class was frightened of dogs.  When I 

walked into the classroom the first time with Grace, 

he hid behind a desk farthest from the door.  By the 

end of the school year, he became so comfortable 

with Grace that he permitted her to sit next to him 

while he read.  Last year Claire (Grace’s daughter) was 

certified so all three dogs visit their special class 

weekly.  Maggie, Grace and Claire have also participated in visits with children attending Special 

The Roxy Reading Teams -- you can find Grace and Claire in the middle, first row. 
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Equestrians Summer Camp, joined the teams of RR Courthouse dogs and continue to visit senior friends 

in nursing homes.  I cherish the student notes and drawings from the many classes over the years – so 

many wonderful memories.  Sometime in the future Ella (Claire’s daughter – Willow Oak Black Pearl) will 

be certified after she completes her puppy kindergarten classes as she is only six-months old.   

  

I’m honored to be a Board member of Roxy Reading Therapy Dogs, a very special organization that is 

bringing support, comfort, self-esteem and happiness to many children in our community.  Visit our 

website at www.roxyreading.org. 

Cécile Balizet 

 
Additional note from Cécile: 

Our Roxy Reading Therapy Dogs, now a 501c3 non-profit, are active during the summer too as we are visiting 

Special Equestrians, a summer camp for special needs children, Buckingham Valley Summer Camp, and also our 

Bucks County Courthouse to comfort children who've been removed from their parents due to abuse, neglect, 

mental health issues and other reasons.  Grace and I will be going to "court" this week as last month was our first 

pilot visit.  It was a success.  The link below provides the nice article that was front page of our local newspaper  

 http://www.phillyburbs.com/news/local/the_intelligencer_news/four-legged-comfort-for-kids-in-

need/article_3e2209b2-8b76-11e0-9806-0019bb30f31a.html 

 

Editors note: please refer to our December 2010 issue to read more about member, Adam Weissman and his 

Löwchen Phoenix and their achievements with the reading program in his area.   
 
 

Dogs and Cats 
Submitted by: Marilyn Adams 

 

 

Dogs and cats........who would 

ever think they could be such 

good friends?   My Siamese cat, 

Ellie, who soon will be 15 years 

old has never had a better friend 

than Spencer, my lowchen on the 

left.  They play together, they 

sleep together and they share 

the same interest in eating as 

much food as they can together. 

Spencer sometimes shares "his 

Ellie" with his other friend, 

Sidney the lowchen on the right 

and our neighbor. When Spencer 

plays with Ellie and gets a little 

too exuberant, Sidney comes to 

her rescue.  She will distract Spencer by saying in doggy language, chase me, chase me!, which he does.    

Ellie says whew!, thank you Sidney! The lowchens are her protector and friend.   What a great trio.  

Spencer came from Mary Billman and Sidney, owned by Kathy Aube, from Richard and Jennifer Lawless. 

                                                                                     

                                                                                                                 Marilyn Adams 
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TITLES SECTION: 
Submitted by: Gillian Robertson 
 
Championship Titles – February, March, April May & June 
 
Ch. Bnvs Leave The Magic To Me 
 Sire: Ch. Bnvs Put A Spell On You 
 Dam: Ch. Khara’s Too Much Heaven 
 Owners: Wendy Russell 
 Breeders: Wendy Russell 
 
 Ch. Gwaihir’s Hadiya Belle 
  Sire: Ch. Chic Choix Touche 
  Dam: Gwaihir’s Asante Belle 
  Owner: Lena Lemberg & Joanna Lemberg 
  Breeders: Lena Lemberg & Joanna Lemberg 
 
  Ch. Touche’s Vindication 
   Sire: Ch Touche’s Seriously Don’t Blink 
   Dam: Ch. Touche’s Decoy At Ashford 
   Owners: Richard Lawless, Gini Denninger, Jennifer Lawless & Alexandira Schlaud 
   Breeders: Richard Lawless, Gini Denninger, Jennifer Lawless & Alexandira Schlaud 
 
   GCh Ch MusicBox Sock Monkey At Four Oaks 
    Sire: Ch Gwaihir’s Lord Louie 
    Dam: Ch Fox Lane Paint It Black Musicbox 
    Owners: Donna Jones, Mary Spruiell & Kayley Kovar 
    Breeders: Donna Jones & Mary Spruiell 
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   Ch. Ikon Ropin The Wind Of Tumbleweed 
    Sire: Ch Ikon I’Ll Give Ya Goosebumps 
    Dam: Ch. Desusa’s Tsunami Vd Dandylion RN MX MXJ OF 
    Owners: Lyle Harding 
    Breeders: Joni Weed & Roger Weed 
 

Ch. Laser Kiji No Way No How 
  Sire: Kiji Here Comes Trouble 
  Dam: Ch. Laser’s Love’s A Brewin Marric 
  Owners: Wade Koistinen & Ronnie Crowder 
  Breeders: Kim Schmidt, Alicia Schmidt, Wade Koistinen & Ronnie Crowder 
 
  Ch. Musicbox Oreo’s Funstix At Dandelion 
   Sire: Ch Boondock’s Thunder Road 
   Dam: Ch Musicbox Doublestuffed 
   Owners: Debbie King & Donna Jones 
   Breeders: Donna Jones & Rick Day 
 
 

PERFORMANCE TITLES: 
 
 
Beginner Novice * Rally Advanced 
Rolins Hoppin Poppin Pogo Stick BN RE 
 Sire: Ashford Esfahan Arafat Rolin 
 Dam: Bedlam-Rolins Encore 
 Owners: Steven W. Brisendine & Aline Brisendine 
 Breeders: Aline Brisendine & Alice Bixler 
 
 Novice Agility Jumper * Agility FAST Novice * Companion Dog 

Taywil’s Aerien Everlasting CD BN RE NA NAJ NF 
  Sire: Ch. Bihar’N Annex Tucker 
  Dam: Ch. Taywil’s Sunny Twinkle 
  Owners: Barbara Cecil 
  Breeders: Herbert H. Williams & John C. Taylor 
 
  Companion Dog 
  Ch Castlehill’s Ancient Waterfall CD RN 
   Sire: Ch. Lionheart Loyal V. Ivytree CD 
   Dam: Ch. Desusa’s Simply Irrisistable 
   Owners: Susan Tapp, Karen Moylan & Christine Emerizy 
   Breeders: Susan Tapp & Christine Bevillard 
 
   Novice Agility Jumper * Agility FAST Novice 
   Taywil’s Gangleri The Wanderer NA NAJ NF 
    Sire: Charly Vom Haus Tim Lin 
    Dam: Ch. Taywil’s Brilliant Bia 
    Owners: Hillary Harms 
    Breeders: Herbert H. Williams & John C. Taylor 
 
    Novice Agility Preferred, Novice Agility Jumper Preferred 

Agility Excellent Preferred & Excellent Agility Jumper Preferred 
    Seafever Runs With Big Dogs MX MXJ AXP AJP 
     Sire: Ch. Ashfords Al Sultan Seafever 
     Dam: Ashfords Layla of Seafever 
     Owners: Lynne & Harry Valentine 
     Breeder: Janet M. Nienhaus 
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Novice Agility * Open Agility Jumper 
Ikon Here Comes Alvin!! NA OAJ 

      Sire: Ch Mach8 Geolen’s Here Comes Tucker CD RE XF 
      Dam: Ch. Ikon I Believe in Magic 
      Owners: Gary L. & Ruthie Nordahl 
      Breeders: Lyle & Richard Harding, Bevalyn & Eric Iverson 
 
 
 
Agility FAST Novice 
Ruff N Ready Vaquero Of Tumbleweed NF 
 Sire: Ch Ikon I’Ll Give Ya Goosebumps 
 Dam: Ch. Desusas Tsunami Vd Dandylion RN MX MXJ OF 
 Owners: Joni & Roger Weed 
 Breeders: Joni & Roger Weed 
 
 Agility FAST Excellent 
 Ch OTCH MACH2 Taywils Wolfs Bane UDX OM4 XF 
  Sire: Ch. Duncara Lucky Break 
  Dam: Taywil’s Candy Tuft 
  Owners: Donald M. Roback 
  Breeders: Herbert H. Williams & John C. Taylor 
 
  Utility Dog 
  Ch. Taywil’s Kickin’ Aster VCD3 RA MXJ OF 
   Sire: Ch. Bihar ‘N Anne Tucker 
   Dam: Ch Taywil’s Sunny Twinkle 
   Owners: Laura Boyce & Emmett Wiggins 
   Breeders: Herbert H. Williams & John C. Taylor 
 

 
 
 

 
 

After a long day there’s nothing like a bubble bath to help a girl relaxII 
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AKC TopDogs BREED Totals – Conformation 
January 1 – June 10, 2011 

 
  Points 

1 GCh. Ch. Touche’s Undercover Agent Rainbow 165 
2 GCh. Ch. Windsor Bihar Chasing Rainbows 59 
3 GCh. Ch. Musicbox Sock Monkey At Four Oaks 50 
4 GCh. Ch. Desusa’s Who’s Your Daddy 31 
5 GCh. Ch. Seafever’s Killian Red 22 
6 Windsor Bihar Hat Check Girl 18 
7 Taywil’s Gyges The Protector 17 
8 Ch. Ikon Ropin The Wind of Tumbleweed 12 
8 Ch. Musicbox Oreo’s Funstix At Dandelion 12 
10 Ch. Lser Kiji No Way No How 10 
10 GCh. Ch. Volare Jazzy Jigsaw* 10 

 
 

AKC TopDogs ALL-BREED Totals - Conformation 
January 1 – June 10, 2011 

 
1 GCh. Ch. Touche’s Undercover Agent Rainbow 2,000 
2  GCh. Ch. Windsor Bihar Chasing Rainbows 1,876 
3 GCh. Ch. Musicbox Sock Monkey at Four Oaks 584 
4 GCh. Ch. Seafever’s Killian Rd 359 
5 GCh. Ch. Desusa’s Who’s Your Daddy 315 
6 Ch. Laser Kiji No Way No How 110 
7 Ch Ikon Ropin The Wind Of Tumbleweed 77 
8 Ch. Seafever Mini-Me 58 
9 Windsor Bihar Hat Check Girl 18 
10 Taywil’s Gyges The Protector 17 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Congratulations to Nadine Pelleschi  on  GCh. Ch. Volare Jazzy Jigsaw achieving his  

Grand Championship title at 11 years of age! 

Jazzy is well known to many of us and accomplished this achievement in just  

7 shows with 

 5 Best of Breed wins and 1 Select win. 

Jazzy turned 12 on 05.04.2011 

 

I believe Jazzy is the OLDEST Löwchen to date to obtain this title. 
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MEMBERSHIP: 
Submitted by: Don Roback, Membership Chair 

 

First of all, congratulations to new members:  Kathy Gamble and Donna Gottdenker  

Next is the new member applicants:  

 

1) For  Full  Membership 

Nicole Carfora-Ruiz 

Address:   6460 N. Milwaukee, Chicago, IL 60631 

Phone:   773-593-3045 

Email:  nydarkbt@sbcglobal.net    

Current breeds:   lowchen, kerry blue terrier, and standard poodle 

Breeds owned in the past:  all-americans 

Membership in Clubs:   United States Kerry Blue Terrier Club of America, Kerry Blue Terrier Club of 

Chicago, RMATC   

Ever had a litter?    Yes   

Professionally connected to Dogs?   Yes, owner and operator of a dog boarding, grooming and day care 

facility. We do not 

sell animals of any type nor ever will 

License to deal in dogs?  No 

Ever trained in companion or performance events?    Yes   

Companion/Performance titles:   CGC, CD, NA, NAJ  

Ever shown a dog to an AKC breed championship?  Yes 

Interests in dog fancy:   I compete in conformation, obedience, rally and agility  

Areas of interest to work within the LCA:   Wherever my services will be most useful  

LCA Code of Ethics signed?  Yes 

Fees enclosed? Yes 

Letters of support?   Donna Jones and Cheryl Hatchell 

 

 2 ) For Full Membership 
Ethel Marie Luke-Pugh and Mike Pugh 

Address:   4166 Ivy Lane, Kitty Hawk, NC 27949   

Phone:   252-261-6290 (h) and 252-202-8697 (c)   

Email:   windsweptpups1@earthlink.net   

Current breeds:  borzoi, greyhound, mini poodle, std longhaired dachshund, yorkie/pom mix, lowchen 

Breeds owned in the past:  mini poodles, chinese cresteds, chihuahua, std poodles, greyhounds, lowchen, westies     

Membership in Clubs:  None due to where we live   

Ever had a litter?    yes, mini poodles and westies   

Professionally connected to Dogs?   I am a National Certified Master Groomer 

License to deal in dogs?  No 

Ever trained in companion or performance events?   Yes  

Companion/Performance titles:  yes  

Ever shown a dog to an AKC breed championship? yes 

Interests in dog fancy:   training, grooming, showing and rehabilitating dogs that have fear issues 

Areas of interest to work within the LCA:   not sure 

LCA Code of Ethics signed?  Yes 

Fees enclosed? Yes 

Letters of support?    John Taylor and Gillian Robertson  
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3 ) For Full Membership 

Angie Robinson 

Address:   915 Halstead Blvd, Jackson, MI 49203   

Phone:   517-782-4343   

Email:   angiespwds@yahoo.com   

Current breeds: lowchen,  portuguese water dogs 

Breeds owned in the past:    miniature poodle 

Membership in Clubs:  The Portugues Club of America, Great Lakes PWD Club 

Ever had a litter?   Yes  

Professionally connected to Dogs? No. 

License to deal in dogs?  No 

Ever trained in companion or performance events?    No 

Companion/Performance titles:  yes , Canine Good Citizens title  

Ever shown a dog to an AKC breed championship? yes  

Interests in dog fancy:   I promote and protect purebred dogs.  To improve each future generation while 

maintaining type, temperament and health. 

Areas of interest to work within the LCA:   Fund-raising, meet and greet the breed, supported entry 

prizes 

LCA Code of Ethics signed?  Yes 

Fees enclosed? Yes 

Letters of support?    Vicki All and Mary Billman    
 

 4  ) For Full Membership 

Eric 'Doc' Inverson 

Address:  329 North 500 East, Orem, UT 84097 

Phone:    408-981-9677   

Email:    utahlowchenman@aol.com    

Current breeds: lowchen,  portuguese water dogs 

Breeds owned in the past:     doberman pinscher, dachshund 

Membership in Clubs:   Bonneville Basin Kennel Association 

Ever had a litter?    No 

Professionally connected to Dogs? No. 

License to deal in dogs?  No 

Ever trained in companion or performance events?     Taking agility classes now  

Companion/Performance titles:   No   

Ever shown a dog to an AKC breed championship? yes  

Interests in dog fancy:    I am interested in conformation and agility.  Also to promote the lowchen 

breed. 

Areas of interest to work within the LCA:    At some point, I would like to host a national specialty and 

perhaps get involved in committee work and the board of directors.   

LCA Code of Ethics signed?  Yes 

Fees enclosed? Yes 

Letters of support?     Gary Nordahl and Susa Williams   
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5) For  Associate  Membership 

Lisa C. Brown 

Address:    130 Sulgrave Court, Potomoac Falls, VA 20165    

Phone:    703-433-0646 (h), 703-282-9991 (c)    

Email:    LCBrow54@aol.com    

Current breeds: lowchen   

Breeds owned in the past:  terriers and mixed breeds 

Membership in Clubs:   none currently   

Ever had a litter?   Yes  - when they were owned by the breeder  

Professionally connected to Dogs? No. 

License to deal in dogs?  No 

Ever trained in companion or performance events?     Yes  

Companion/Performance titles:   Currently training my dogs for rally and obedience.  One dog has 

earned two legs of his novice rally title.  

Ever shown a dog to an AKC breed championship?  no, but both dogs are conformation champions   

Interests in dog fancy:    I used to ride and show horses, so competing is in my genes.  I enjoy the 

camraderie of people with like and similar interests.  I became a true dog fancier years ago when I 

adopted a stray (well, truth be told he adopted me).  He was my buddy and greatly enriched my life.  

Dogs five of themselves and ask for little in return. 

Areas of interest to work within the LCA:    Therapy, rescue and performance (rally, obedience and 

agility). 

LCA Code of Ethics signed?  Yes 

Fees enclosed? Yes 

Letters of support?  not needed. 
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Tails End….                                                                      
By Gillian Robertson 

 
  I hope you have enjoyed the June issue as much as I have!    

One of the most endearing qualities of this breed is their ability to be what we need them to be.  They 

can make us laugh and forget our worries with a wag of their tail and eyes bright with enthusiasm for 

life.   After so many generations of existence they are true chameleons able to adapt to their 

surroundings and do what is asked of them by us with joy.  Whether it’s resting on our laps enjoying  

their warmth and love which can lighten even the darkest of days,  or happily joining us for a walk or 

run, their zest for fun and pure love of life is contagious.     

 

Like many of you I marvel at the dedication of those that find the time and energy to enjoy their 

Löwchen in ways that showcase this wonderful breed’s adaptability and talents.   Our breed is classified 

in the Non-Sporting Group by AKC however I dare say they could be in any one of the groups when it 

comes to their uncanny abilities to take on and successfully complete the tasks we ask of them.   Be it 

tracking, herding, agility, obedience, therapy, special needs, our breed truly has the versatility that 

makes them the perfect companion in our lives.  BUT there is a personality requirement that we all have 

to have  to not only enjoy this full of life little dog but to be able to get the most out of them.  That my 

friends is a great sense of humor!  Lӧwchen were born to lighten our load and put smiles on our faces 

and make us laugh and if you don’t have a sense of humor you shouldn’t have one as to not see the fun 

in their comedic antics is devastating to them.   It is part of their essence and they simply can’t help 

themselves.     

 

Congratulations to all of you that are showing the world what our breed can do.   There are always going 

to be some bystanders who will roll their  eyes  when an otherwise well trained Löwchen  has a  

momentary lapse and decides its time to party!   So much for the perfect score that day.    That’s part of 

their charm and the person that is laughing  as they watch you deal with  Lӧwchen humor is the person 

you need to go talk to.    They just may be  someone a Lӧwchen should own!  

 

Until next time,  
Gillian at Tapestry    
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BANQUET TICKET FORM 
 

Please complete and return no later than November 1, 2011 
Mail form and accompanying check to 
Dee Gardinier, Show Chairperson 

 
 
 

                         

Reservations for Banquet:   
 
Cost:   $35.00 each.________ X #________= Total $______________________ 
 
Name___________________________________________________________ 
 
Address:_________________________________________________________ 
 
City__________________________State_______________Zip_____________ 
 
Phone___________________________________ 
 
E-Mail___________________________________ 
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   BREED MENTORS AND SEMINAR PRESENTERS APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

Qualifications 

In order to qualify as a Lowchen Club of America (LCA)-approved Breed Mentor and/or Seminar 

Presenter, the prospective applicant shall meet or exceed the minimum criteria as approved by the 

Board of the Lowchen Club of America and set forth below. Each Breed Mentor and/or Seminar 

Presenter shall: 
 

1)  Be an LCA member in good standing for a minimum of 5 years. 

2)  Be experienced breeding and showing Lowchen for a minimum of 5 years. 

3)  Have bred 2 litters and produced a minimum of 2 homebred champions. 

4)  Attended 2 LCA Nationals within the past 5 years. 

5)  Attended 2 LCA Breed seminars within the past 5 years. 
 

Application Process 

Members interested in becoming an LCA-approved Breed Mentor must apply to the Judges 

Education Chair via the attached application requesting consideration. Such application shall include 

the following: 

• All records or other data which prove the fulfillment of the requirements delineated in the  

Qualifications Section above, all other accomplishments in the breed which the applicant wishes 

to note (handling, judging, etc.); 

• Identifying information for National Specialty Judges’ Education Seminars the applicant attended 

if he or she has already attended seminars; and, 

• Contact information for the lead presenter at any seminars at which the applicant acted as an 

Assistant Presenter, if the applicant is applying to be approved as a Seminar Presenter. 
  
After receipt of an applicant's letter and certification of all qualifying data, the Chair shall contact the 

applicant and arrange for him/her to act as an Assistant Presenter at an upcoming Judges' Education 

Seminar if necessary for the applicant to meet the qualifications for Seminar Presenter. 
 

The Chair shall submit the applicant's name to the LCA Board with recommendation for approval or 

disapproval as follows: 
 

• APPROVE - Breed Mentor; 

• APPROVE - Breed Mentor, PENDING - Seminar Presenter 

• APPROVE - Breed Mentor and Seminar Presenter 

• APPROVE - Breed Mentor, DISAPPROVE - Seminar Presenter or 

• DISAPROVE - All. 
 

The Board shall then make the final decision for or against approval of the applicant by majority 

vote; however, the Board shall make a written explanation to the Chair for any decision contrary to 

the Chair’s recommendation. The Chair shall promptly notify any applicant in writing as follows: 
 

• a statement indicating whether the application was denied in whole or in part; and, 

• a statement indicating that a Breed Mentor applicant or Seminar Presenter who was denied may 

re-apply after one year has passed since their receipt of said notification of denial from the Chair. 

 

Mail application & supporting documentation to Susa Williams, 23845 Lacy Road, Smithton, 

MO    65350 

 



 BREED MENTORS AND SEMINAR PRESENTERS APPLICATION 

       (must be a breed mentor) 

Applying for:     Breed Mentor              Seminar Presenter  

 DATE______________________________________  
 

NAME OF APPLICANT 

 (please print)_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

ADDRESS_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

What year did you join the Lowchen Club of America?         ____________________ 
 

What year did you begin showing Lowchen?       _____________________ 
 

How many Lowchen litters have you bred? (2 required)      _____________________ 
 

How many Lowchen Champions have your breedings produced? (2 required) _____________________ 
 

Name of Champion produced:__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Name of Champion produced:__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Number of Lowchen Nationals attended in the last 5 years? (2 required)________________________ 
 

Year National attended ____________________        Year National attended __________________________ 
 

Number of Lowchen Breed Seminars attended in the last 5 years? (2 required)__________________  
 

Year Seminar attended______________________  Year Seminar attended________________________ 
 

Presenter for seminar #1______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Presenter for seminar #2______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Do you need to be an Assistant Presenter at an upcoming Judges Seminar to fulfill the requirement 

for Seminar Presenter?    YES  NO  
 

             PLEASE PROVIDE COPIES OF ALL RECORDS OR OTHER DATA WHICH PROVE THE 

FULFILLMENT OF THE ABOVE INFORMATION SUPPLIED AND ANY OTHER ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE 

BREED WHICH YOU AS APPLICANT WISH TO NOTE (HANDLING, JUDGING, ETC.)  

 

Mail application & supporting documentation to Susa Williams, 23845 Lacy Road, 

Smithton, MO    65350 

Do not write below this line – for Judges Education Chair only 
 

Application approved for Mentor     

Application approved for Seminar Presenter                    Application for Seminar Presenter pending 

Application denied for mentor                         Application denied for Seminar Presenter  

Date applicant name submitted to LCA Board with recommendation   _________________________________________ 

Date applicant notified of acceptance or denial   ___________________________________________________________ 

    


